reflection surfaces is the most effective way to reduce the multipath errors ， but it is not always possible ． Currently ， many multipath mitigation algorithms which modify tracking ioop discriminators have been invented to reduce the e 幵ヒct due to the multipath signals arriving after the corresponding line イ )f 」 sight signal ． These techniques ， however ， are not applicable when multipath signals are stronger than the direct signaL This paper proposes a new multipath mitigation technique urlder such conditions ． Instead of finding the point to maximize the correlation power using any code discriminator ， the proposed algorithm detects the rising edge ofthe correlation triangle ofthe line − ofLsight signal whioh always arrives earlier than the multipath signals ． In order to evaluate this new technique ， a Signal Quality Monitoring ( sQM ) receiver was used to ooilect correlation curves during code tracking． The post − processing results showed that the positioning erTors caused by stronger multipath signals were effectively removed by the proposed mitigation algorithm ．
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